Year 2 Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat
Tick the correct type of sentence.

a

What a great day we had at the zoo!
exclamation

Change these adjectives into
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

c

Write a word with an apostrophe
to show who this could belong to.

e

quiet
slow

command

Match these words to their
opposites:

happy

1

b

uneven

Re-write this sentence with the
correct tense of the missing word.
I will
sitting

on the chair.
sit

sat

d

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt
these common exception
words backwards! Write them
correctly four times to help him.
rood
dnif

kind

unhappy

even

unkind

tsom

f

Year 2 Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat Answers
Tick the correct type of sentence.

a

What a great day we had at the zoo!
exclamation

Change these adjectives into
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

c

quiet quietly

Write a word with an apostrophe
to show who this could belong to.

1

e

Answers will vary.

slow slowly

command

Match these words to their
opposites:

happy

b

uneven

Re-write this sentence with the
correct tense of the missing word.
I will
sitting

on the chair.
sit

I will sit on the chair.
kind

unhappy

even

unkind

sat

d

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt
these common exception
words backwards! Write them
correctly four times to help him.
rood door door door door
dnif find find find find
tsom most most most most

f

Year 2 Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat
Tick the correct type of sentence.

a

What a great day we had at the zoo!
exclamation

slow
huge

c

happy

Explain who this might belong to
in two words, one must have an
apostrophe.

e

even

question

quiet

Write the opposites to these
words by adding the prefix 'un'.

kind

command

Change these adjectives into
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

1

b

Re-write this sentence
with the correct tense of the
missing word.
I will

on the chair over

there.
sitting

d

sit

sat

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt
these common exception
words backwards! Write
them correctly four times
to help him.
dnim
dlo
dlog
htap

f

Year 2 Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat Answers
Tick the correct type of sentence.

a

What a great day we had at the zoo!
exclamation

c

happy unhappy

Explain who this might belong to
in two words, one must have an
apostrophe.

e

Answers will vary.

kind unkind

command

even uneven

question

Change these adjectives into
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

Write the opposites to these
words by adding the prefix 'un'.

1

b

Re-write this sentence
with the correct tense of the
missing word.

quiet quietly

I will

slow slowly

there.

huge hugely

sitting

d

on the chair over

sit

sat

I will sit on the chair over there.

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt
these common exception
words backwards! Write them
correctly four times to help him.
dnim mind mind mind mind
dlo old old old old
dlog gold gold gold gold
htap path path path path

f

Year 2 Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat
Tick the correct type of sentence.

a

What an amazing day we had at
the zoo!

1

Write the opposites to these words
by adding the correct prefix.

c

happy

exclamation

kind

statement

even

command

safe

Explain who this might belong
to in a sentence. Remember the
apostrophe.

e

question

Change these adjectives into
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

b

Re-write this sentence with the
correct tense of the missing word.
I will

on the chair

quiet

nearest the kitchen.

slow

sitting

huge
gentle

sit

sat

d

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt
these common exception
words backwards! Write
them correctly four times
to help him.
ohw
neve
ynam
ssalc
ruoh

f

Year 2 Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat Answers
Tick the correct type of sentence.

a

What an amazing day we had at
the zoo!

Write the opposites to these words
by adding the correct prefix.

c

happy unhappy

exclamation

kind unkind

statement

even uneven

command

safe unsafe

Explain who this might belong
to in a sentence. Remember the
apostrophe.

1

e

Answers will vary.

question

Change these adjectives into
adverbs using the suffix ‘ly’.

b

Re-write this sentence
with the correct tense of the
missing word.

quiet quietly

I will

slow slowly

nearest the kitchen.

huge hugely
gentle gently

sitting

on the chair
sit

sat

I will sit on the chair nearest the
kitchen.

d

Oops, Mr Whoops has spelt
these common exception
words backwards! Write them
correctly four times to help him.
ohw who who who who
neve even even even even
ynam many many many many
ssalc class class class class
ruoh hour hour hour hour

f

